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About This Content

A city of wealth and opportunity beckons…

For the brave travelers seeking the Crown of Command, the City is a place of both great potential and great peril. Wandering
the streets, a visitor will find master artisans, affluent merchants, remorseless criminals, and mysterious strangers. Among its

grand towers and bustling streets, shops offer armour, weapons, mounts, and more. Enchanted objects, potions, and spells can be
found for sale. Mind and body can be strengthened through training, and fortunes can be foretold.

For the traveller with some gold to spend, a visit to the City can give him the edge to survive in the most dangerous regions of
the land. The opportunities one has within the

City’s walls may make the difference between life and death in the Valley of Fire!

Talisman: The City adds a new Region to the game for venturesome heroes to discover. A new map board and over 100 new
cards bring this bustling metropolis vividly to life. Six brand new characters offer fantastic new playing experiences.
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Enter the City, brave traveller, and discover the wealth and wonders it holds!
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I have to say this is the best expansion by far, if I had to recommend any of the DLC's for this game it has to be this one.

- New Pets
- New Shops
- New Enemies
- New Weapons
- New Bounty Rewards
- New Unique Map Expansion
- New Unique Expansion Cards
- New Game Mode that can end the game much faster and still have fun.
- 6 new characters that has really good effects on them in their own ways.. Alchemist + The City = ez game. In my opinion this
expansion is the best one yet:

6 player option creates so much more fun
The AI has been speeded up so that even 6-player is faster than 4
There are now so many new cards that the combos just flow
Love the new "pet" creature in the city
Love the new shops in the city
The Bounty Hunter must be one of the greatest characters of all

I just love this game and this expansion has only improved it.. yes . no doubt. Let me preface this by saying that all of the
expansions in the Kingdom Expansion Bundle are good, and that it's definitely worth going for the bundle instead of purchasing
each map expansion individually.
Having both the City and Dungeon expansions unlocks the Deep Realms free DLC - a set of fun mini-dungeons with cool
rewards that connect the eastern edge of the City and the western edge of the Dungeon.

The City Expansion on its own adds a a ton of new mechanics, followers, and equipment to the game - but my favorite so far are
the pets.

I had a game where someone tried to insta-kill me by using the Medium to drop the King of the Dead right on top of me.
My pet skunk Stinker sprayed him in the face and repelled him to the next space over :D

. This expansion is has some annoying bugs. Potions and other trinkets which state they can be used at any time yet cannot be
used until it is your turn. A few other ones but the one game breaking one is Grumpy Wizard event card. The computer does not
know what to do if this card is drawn and will get lock up.
The positives about this expansion is the shops, which give you far more choices to equip your character with than the original
game alone.
This would be a great expansion if the bugs were fixed.
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Whoso holdeth both Luna and Lucky shall break the game.

11\/10 would buy pets in the city again

(Luna: Choose a result when paying fate to reroll a die.
Lucky: Replenish 1 fate every turn.). A very fun DLC for people who aren't poor.
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